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•  “As glossy magazines die by the 
dozen and blogs become 
increasingly influential, we face 
the reality that print venues…are 
rapidly ceding ground to Web-
based publishing.” —Sandra 
Beasley, Poets & Writers (2009)  

•  The Poets & Writers and 
Council of Literary Magazines 
and  Presses databases of 
literary publishers and journals 
currently feature nearly 800 
venues that publish online-only 
poetry, even if the title has a print 
counterpart. 



•  “Though it would be impossible for even a large staff of 
librarians to track and document everything available 
electronically, some effort needs to be made. . . . The current 
challenge seems to be to expand the library’s responsibility 
beyond information of the past to include information that is 
being generated in the moment.” 

—Jake Berry, interview in The Serials Librarian 



While individual 
poems and short 
stories published in 
many print titles are 
indexed… 
 



Very few poems that appear on 
the web only are indexed in 
standard sources… 
 

Very few poems that appear on 
the web only are indexed in 
standard sources…even if they 
are published on the web pages 
of print publications. 
 



Poems published in 
web-only 
publications are 
discoverable only 
by “known-item” 
searching: 

Poems published in 
web-only 
publications are 
discoverable only 
by “known-item” 
searching: by title 
and/or author. 



•  Electronic Literature Organization (ELO): ELO Directory, 
Electronic Literature Collection vols. 1-2 

•  Electronic Literature as a Model of Creativity and Innovation in 
Practice (ELMCIP) Knowledge Base 

•  PennSound 
•  Univ. of Buffalo Electronic Poetry Center 
•  UbuWeb 
•  New Pages 
•  Jacket2 
•  From the Fishouse 
•  Websites: Barteby.com, Poetry Foundation, American Academy 

of Poets (Poetry.org) 



•  FACULTY: 
Ø  Promotion & tenure for writing faculty – how 
to find, access, and evaluate the quality of 
online-only magazines? 

•  LIBRARIES: 
Ø  Preservation of uncommon materials: graphic 
novels, zines, now online content 

Ø  Need tools to refer users to repositories of 
online literature 



•  Funded through the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services (IMLS) National Leadership Grant Program: 
•  Planning Grant 
•  One year in duration 
•  Issues related to creating an index of online-only 

poetry: 
Ø Need? 
Ø Stakeholders and Uses? 
Ø What to include? 
Ø Features and Functionality? 



Environmental Scan: 

•  Current efforts or 
models? 
• Number of 

publications, 
indexing? 
•  Scope:  

Ø number of issues  
Ø poems per issue. 

Stakeholder Consultations: 

•  Surveys: 
Ø Creative Writing 
Faculty 

Ø Librarians with 
Literature/Digital 
Humanities-related 
responsibilities 

Ø Literary Editors/
Publishers 

•  Interviews with same 



•  Scholarly Communications and Research with 
online poetry  
•  Functionalities and Tools 

- Types of uses for an index - how would they 
use it? 
- Predominant functionalities that the 
respondents desire in an index/archive of e-
poetry 
•  Digital Preservation Needs 
    - Trends in the field for digital vs. print 



“Usually I search for a poem or poet, either for teaching purposes 
(poetry from tradition, generally), or to get a brief look at the 
work of a poet with whom I'm unfamiliar. Very occasionally I look 
at something like Poetry magazine online. Sometimes I will follow 
links to work that I'm notified of by e-mail.” (Faculty) 
 
“personal website or just works published online - another bonus 
of online publication [is] instant gratification for a reader 
interested in someone's work.” (Publisher) 
 
•  “A place for reviews and evaluations of these sources. A way to 

maybe preserve some of these publications when they go under. 
I know I have provided links to e-zines only to find out that they 
closed up shop and there's no access to what was there 
before.” (Librarian) 

 
 



•  “The Poetry Foundation has a wonderful feature that lets you browse or search the archive 
of their online poems by subject/season/occasion/etc. It's a wonderful tool when looking 
to poetry for something specific, and could be a helpful tool for poems published 
elsewhere online.” (Publisher) 

•  “An index of digital appearances of poems on edited sites only - those which can 
conceivably count as publishing. Would also help with tracking down all those freeloaders 
who "publish" one's work to draw people to their blog - without asking permission or 
paying rights.” (Faculty) 

 
•  “Maybe a website sort of like a shopping mall that would simply bring together, and 

provide links/thumbnails for, as many online-only poetry sources as possible.… Maybe 
designed like a checkerboard with each square being a link to a magazine…. Then, your 
proposed index could be based on the content that is represented by the titles in the 
checkerboard. …Also, you'd need to decide whether to include subscription-controlled 
content along with OA content, whether to integrate them or segregate them, 
etc.” (Librarian) 

•  “This would be harder to do, but I'd like a curated list of which on-line only journals are 
most respected. For example, which online journals have been awarded Pushcart Prizes; 
which online journals have been acknowledged in Best American Poetry series. This kind of 
selected info would make it far more enjoyable and practical to access poetry on the 
Web.” (Faculty) 



•  I do also have a concern that smaller e-zines and/or 
experimental forms will disappear off the web, and aren't 
preservationally stable enough to warrant cataloging for our 
library collection.” (Librarian) 

•  “Many online venues up and disappear, or, like DM, have their 
own Archive of past issues liquidated by a host such as 
Microsoft's late OfficeLive.” (Publisher) 

•  “Formatting the work, maintaining accurate archives, the sense 
of an "eternal present" for an archived work (i.e., having a 
work from 2005 accessed by a reader who finds it hard to 
understand that work is 8+ years old and the author's bio note 
is not up to date), occasional technological issues.” (Publisher) 



“For me it is about an expanded set of artistic tools, presences, 
venues: diversity and range. It is not about *reducing* the range 
of these experiences to a digital experience.” –Faculty/Poet 
 
“The way in which electronic technology enables the use of 
primary materials and the way in which scholars engage with 
primary sources in electronic form are the central issues in the 
employment of electronic technologies in the humanities.” 
—Suzana Sukovic, “Convergent Flows: Humanities Scholars and 
Their Interactions with Electronic Texts,” Library Quarterly   



•  Forthcoming white paper and journal articles with in-depth 
analyses of findings 

•  Apply for full 3-year grant from IMLS to build index and 
archive of online poetry 
Ø How do we build an index that integrates into the workflow and research 

needs of creative writing faculty, literary publishers, and information 
professionals today?   

Ø What and who do we need to attend to as this index is developed and 
launched?  

“Recognition that the future is now, and it is online - whether to be 
browsed, downloaded, or archived.”—Faculty 
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